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Abstract Rendering realistic cloth has always been a chal-
lenge due to its intricate structure. Cloth is made up of fibers,
plies, and yarns, and previous curved-based models, while
detailed, were computationally expensive and inflexible for
large cloth. To address this, we propose a simplified approach.
We introduce a geometric aggregation technique that reduces
ray-tracing computation by using fewer curves, focusing only
on yarn curves. Our model generates ply and fiber shapes
implicitly, compensating for the lack of explicit geometry
with a novel shadowing component. We also present a shad-
ing model that simplifies light interactions among fibers by
categorizing them into four components, accurately capturing
specular and scattered light in both forward and backward
directions. To render large cloth efficiently, we propose a
multi-scale solution based on pixel coverage. Our yarn shad-
ing model achieves 3-5 times faster rendering speed with less
memory in near-field views compared to fiber-based models.
Additionally, our multi-scale solution offers a 20% speed
boost for distant cloth observation.

Keywords Cloth Rendering, Yarn Shading, Bidirectional
Scattering Distribution Function (BSDF)

1 Introduction
Fabrics are an integral part of our everyday lives, serving a
wide range of purposes from clothing to functional textiles
such as curtains, furniture, and table sheets. Accurately
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modeling the appearance of cloth in a physically faithful
manner has extensive applications in various fields, including
design, online retail, and entertainment. However, they present
a challenge due to their complex geometry and optics, with a
hierarchical structure consisting of yarns, plies, and individual
fibers.

There are mainly two predominant approaches for cloth
rendering: surface-based and curve-based methods. Surface-
based models represent cloth geometry using 2D sheets, often
in the form of polygonal meshes [2–5]. While these models
offer lightweight and editable representations suitable for
macroscopic scale, they lack the fine-grained details required
to convincingly render cloth in close-up views.

On the other hand, curve-based models focus on capturing
intricate cloth details by representing the geometry at a
microscale [6, 7]. These fiber-based models represent the
structure of individual fibers and utilize volumetric or fiber-
based light scattering models to simulate light interactions.
While these approaches can achieve highly realistic renderings
with exceptional fidelity, they suffer from computational
expense, making them slow and challenging to manipulate.

To address these limitations, Montazeri et al. [1] introduced
a ply-based approach that replaces the explicit representation
of individual fibers with ply curves, implicitly incorporating
fiber details. However, the number of plies in a yarn can vary
(typically from 3 to 12) which makes modeling fabrics at the
ply-level challenging and it still remains more computationally
expensive due to multiple light bounces between plies. Thus,
we desire an even more simplified model; we aim to represent
the cloth solely with yarn curves. Building upon this ply-based
approach, we pose the question: Can we completely conceal
the hierarchical structure as well as the light transport within
the yarns, treating the yarn as a whole aggregated model
that embeds all sub-yarn geometries and light transport? A
yarn-based model is notably more challenging compared to a
ply-based model because simplifying the geometry yields to
a more complicated appearance model. It requires modeling
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Fig. 1 In this scene we compare the rendering results of our BYSDF model (near-field and multi-scale) to the reference model [1] for a
knitted beanie, with the error map provided in the insets. Our model achieves close-matched results to the reference, both in far-away and
zoomed-in views, with accurate soft shadows and geometry of plies and fibers as seen in Row I and Row II close-up, respectively. Notably,
our approach achieves these results while utilizing only 20% of the memory and over 2.5 times acceleration compared to the reference under
the same rendering quality (noise-level). Our multi-scale result offers additional performance gain by leveraging a level-of-detail strategy as
shown in zoomed-out results. The scene has been lit using two area lights and one constant environment lighting.

a ray that interacts with a yarn, aggregating light interactions
among plies as well as fibers, and ensuring both efficiency
and accuracy without introducing obvious trade-offs.

In this paper, we make the following contributions:
Accurate geometric representation with fiber details:

We propose using yarn curves as input geometry and dy-
namically computing ply and fiber details during rendering
(Section 3). This approach allows us to achieve significant
efficiency improvements while maintaining fiber-level details,
outperforming previous models such as the ply-based model
[1] and fiber-based ones [6].

An aggregated yarn-based appearance representation:
We introduce a Bidirectional Yarn Scattering Distribution
Function (BYSDF), a shading model that computes the ap-
pearance of the yarn as a whole using four components,
following similar notations as Montazeri et al. [1] but now at
the yarn-level representation (Section 4.1). These components
include reflected and transmitted specular components that
capture highlights bouncing off the surface or transmitted
through the cloth without much scattering, as well as reflected
and transmitted body components that approximate scattered
light within the yarn medium. Additionally, we propose a
novel consideration for self-shadowing to compensate for the
lack of sub-yarn geometry (Section 4.1).

Multi-scale solution: Our model begins with a near-
field solution to accurately depict the appearance of yarns
and seamlessly transitions between near-field and far-field

rendering using an efficient integration technique based on
pixel coverage (Section 4.2). Inspired by fur and hair models
[8, 9], our approach addresses the issue of resolving individual
highlights within yarns when viewed from a distance, which
traditionally required an inefficient ray sampling process.
Our multi-scale rendering significantly reduces variance and
enables faster far-view renderings with substantially fewer
samples per pixel, while preserving the same level of quality
as our near-field model.

Significant speed-up and efficient memory usage: By
employing our aggregated yarn-based appearance model,
on-the-fly geometry realization, and efficient integration for
multi-scale rendering, we achieve equal quality with 3-5 times
reduction in rendering time and memory usage compared to
the fiber-based model ([6]) and 2 times improvement over the
ply-based model ([1]). Furthermore, our multi-scale model
delivers an additional 20% speed-up for far-away renderings,
maintaining equal quality, as shown in Fig. 1. Consult the
numbers about render times, memory usage and number of
bounces presented in the figures and for a comprehensive
comparison, refer to Table 1. We have made the code publicly
available and submitted as a supplementary material to support
future work.

2 Related Work
Surface-based Models: Early cloth rendering used 2D
mesh surfaces with BRDFs [2–4] or BTFs [10] for fast
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pipelines, but lacked faithful cloth geometry and fiber details
essential for close-up and overall appearance in distance.
These methods also overlooked light transmission, crucial for
realism. Microfacet BRDF analysis by Ngan et al. [11] re-
vealed limitations of BRDF-based approaches and specifically
examined the anisotropic nature of velvet fibers. In contrast,
our method provides fine details for near-field views and
accurate light transmission, addressing these shortcomings.

Volumetric Models: Volumetric models in cloth ren-
dering focus on capturing the geometry of individual fibers.
Inspired by the pioneering work of Kajiya et al. [12], these
models employ micro-imaging techniques like CT scans to
obtain precise fiber geometry. The Radiative Transport Equa-
tion (RTE) is then used to simulate light interactions within
the cloth.

RTE was extended by Jakob et al. [13] for anisotropic cloth
by introducing direction-dependent scattering and attenuation
to simulate light interactions through anisotropic media such
as cloth. Further advancements were made proposing micro-
appearance models [6, 7, 14] which relied on the anisotropic
RTE and CT images for highly accurate renderings, consider-
ing fiber-level interactions. However, volumetric models are
slower, memory-intensive compared to surface-based models,
and challenging for non-static cases due to detailed fiber
geometry and light interactions and the use of a practical res-
olution of volumetric grids. A procedural on-the-fly approach
addressed the need for pre-storing curves [15] as well as fast
renderings under restricted lighting [16]. Yet, acquiring data
for volumetric representation techniques remains challenging.
Our model offers comparable fidelity but is faster, treating the
yarn as a whole and analytically aggregating the expensive
fiber interactions.

Curve-based Models: Curve-based models depict cloth
surfaces using fiber-modeled curves, utilizing Bi-directional
Curve Scattering Distribution Functions (BCSDFs), originally
introduced for hair strands by Marschner et al. [17]. This
approach has gained popularity for simulating the appearance
of fur, hair, and cloth. Subsequent research has improved it
by considering scattering events [5, 9, 18].

An alternative model, proposed by Irawan et al. [4], is a
yarn-based model, leveraging geometric information within
yarns to represent cloth appearance. Jin et al. [19] propose
a differentiable fabric built upon the work of [4] in which
use a deep neural network to estimate the model parameters
with a real photograph as reference. Fiber-based models [6],
were later introduced to capture detailed cloth appearance
considering the scattering of light off individual fibers and
later extended exploring the correlation between mechanical

simulations and fiber appearance [20]. However, these models
can be inefficient due to the slow construction and traversal
of the hierarchy of a large number of fibers and the increased
computational complexity of simulating light interactions
between fibers. They have been further enhanced to include
real-time capabilities through core fiber aggregation [21] but
this technique does not support ray tracing, so it cannot handle
realistic lighting simulations. Lastly, a neural-based approach
has been recently proposed [22] that also fails to capture the
fiber details in close-up views.

To strike a balance, Montazeri et al. [1] proposed a ply-
based model for woven cloth which was later extended to
knitted cloth [23]. In this model, individual plies are repre-
sented as curves and 1D textures are used to add fiber-level
details. It successfully achieves a detailed appearance, ensur-
ing energy conservation during scattering events [5] without
the need for a large volume hierarchy for fiber curves.

Aggregated-based Models: We argue that the ply-based
model, as discussed in Section 1 inefficiently represents yarns,
due to the use of explicit curves for individual plies. Yarns
typically consist of 3 to 12 plies, with 5-ply yarns being the
most common [14]. While offering high quality in near-field
views, it exhibits high variance in far-field due to inherent
micro-structure details. To address the ply dependency issue,
a new yarn model was proposed that offers ply-level details
[24]. However, apart from the lack of fiber details, this model
can be problematic in both geometry and shading: wrong ply
geometry can be produced, especially from grazing angle;
Sharp silhouette of plies and significant color mismatch may
appear due to incorrect transparency in a dual-scattering [25]
style shading. In contrast, our multi-scale yarn-based model
offers a comprehensive solution, effectively managing varied
ply counts with fiber details without impacting performance
and accuracy across different viewing distances (Section 6).

3 Modeling Yarn Geometry
Preliminaries: While the geometric representation of cloth
can be complex, its hierarchical structure allows for faithful
representation at different scales. Cloth is made up of long
strands of yarn, consisting of multiple intertwined plies and
hundreds of micro-diameter twisted fibers.

3.1 Overview

In our model, we focus on accurately representing cloth by
explicitly generating yarn curves while implicitly computing
ply and fiber details. This approach achieves an efficient
yet accurate depiction, particularly well-suited for near-field
viewing. Previous models either lack sub-yarn details [3],
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Fig. 2 Implicit tracing in the elliptical yarn cross-section (CS)
v/s circular CS. The ray first intersects the yarn surface and cuts it
into an ellipse. Our iterative approach (as discussed in Section 3.3)
calculates the intersection of ply-helices with the elliptical plane
and then returns the closest ply by employing 2D ray tracing with a
different vply .

employ explicit fiber structures that are computationally in-
tensive [6], or rely on explicit ply structures that are inefficient
for multi-ply yarns [1, 23]. In what follows, we describe our
geometric representation approach for cloth and the implicit
ray tracing technique we employ to accurately compute the
ray intersections with the cloth sample.

Our simplified geometric method takes a ray and a curved
cylinder representing the yarn geometry as inputs. The outputs
include the intersection point with the ply and the fiber’s
canonical frame (normal and tangent) at that point as if the
fiber has been intersected explicitly. In case the ray doesn’t
find the intersection with the plies after hitting the yarn, a
no-hit case is reported as an output.

To achieve the ply hit point, we propose an implicit ray
tracing by focusing on the elliptical cross-section of the yarn
instead of traditional circular cross-sections, as compared
in Fig. 2. To this end, we assume plies and fibers as curved
cylindrical helices. Thus, a perpendicular cut through the yarn
results in a circular and an angled cut yields an elliptical cross-
section, which consists of conceptual ply and fiber circles.
By implicitly tracing the ray and analyzing light interactions
within the elliptical cross-section formed by the ray, we can
extract relevant information about the ply and fibers without
the need for complex ray tracing computations involving
explicit ply and fiber curves. It is important to note that
our novel implicit ray tracing on the elliptical cross-section
is more accurate than the traditional circular cross-section
perpendicular to the yarn axis [24, 26] especially when viewed
at grazing angles, as demonstrated in Fig. 3.

Elliptical
(Ours)

Elliptical
(Error map)

Circular Circular
(Error map)

Reference

Fig. 3 Implicit plies using elliptical cross-section (CS) Circular
cross-sections cause stretching or shortening in highly curved yarns
(first row), leading to tangents differing significantly from the
reference. In a slightly oblique view at 60 degrees (second row), the
circular approximation introduces inaccuracies, causing an offset
in overall shape and tangents compared to the reference, as marked
with red arrows.

3.2 Explicit Yarns

We represent the yarns as B-Spline Curves. The hit point
computed for a curved cylinder has a UV map for the yarn,
where uyarn represents the rotated angle between the yarn
normal and a reference yarn normal at the root, referred to as
azimuthal phase, and vyarn represents the length of the hit
point from the root of the curve, referred to as longitudinal
length. Additionally, we generate reference normals which
are a static directions determined at every control point of the
yarn by creating rotation minimization frames [27], depicted
as a double line in Fig. 4. This fixed direction along the yarn
curve is needed as the reference to ensure the azimuthal angles
are consistent through the animation.

3.3 Implicit Plies

Given the yarn hit point from Section 3.2, we employ a 2D ray
tracing technique along the elliptical cross-section of the yarn
cylinder to model the ply geometry. The previous works [24]
always rely on the circular cross-section immediately at the
yarn hit to compute the ply intersection. However, the distance
between this cross-section using the projected incident ray
ω̂i and the actual ply intersections with the ellipse plane
formed along the incident ray ωi is not negligible, especially
at the grazing angle. Therefore, we utilize the more accurate
elliptical cross-section strategy and visualize the comparison
between elliptical and circular cross-sections by generating
error maps of tangents for implicit plies (Fig. 3). Tangent
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maps, based on the ply-centric model [1], illustrate the impact
on yarn geometry when the incident ray is at an oblique angle,
especially for curved yarns shown in the first row of Fig. 3.

The elliptical approach is challenging because as the ray
travels through the yarn volume, the position of the plies also
change, with each ply following a helix. We use a lightweight
Newtonian method to find the intersection of the ply center
line (assumed as a helix) with the ellipse plane using only
3-5 steps, iteratively. The initial step is the immediate cross-
section at the yarn hit and we update the cross-section and
closer to the final solution as illustrated in Fig. 2. Similar to
the yarn scenario (Section 3.2), the intersected point on the
ply is identified by the azimuthal phase uply and longitudinal
length vply . This is done for each ply separately until we find
the intersection of the ply helices with the ellipse plane.

In tracing for each step, we propose a heuristic by projecting
the incident ray ω̂i and finding the ply center at that specific
circular cross-section. Then we intersect the computed ply
center with the ellipse plane using a line following the yarn
tangent direction. At the new position with a different vyarn
we repeat the circular processing in the updated cross-section
to find the ply center closer to the final solution. Once the ply
center converges and no change in two consecutive iterations,
the final solution of the helix and ellipse is returned as the hit-
ply. This offers a fast tracing and please note the converged
circular cross-section is different from the perpendicular
circular cross-section at the yarn hit.

Once the appropriate positions of the ply centers are iden-
tified, we determine the ply closest to the yarn hit point. Once
the appropriate ply hit is identified, we update its normal
(np = n(uyarn)) and tangent (tp = t(uyarn)) to incorporate
the necessary ply-level geometry. At the hit point, the local
ply tangent and ply normal are computed to form the ply
geometry. The tangent vector is calculated using the first
derivative of the 3D helix formula at the hit point, and the
local ply normal is the vector pointing away from the ply
center in the circular cross-section. If the ray does not intersect
any plies, the ray is allowed to pass through the yarn cylinder.

3.4 Implicit Fibers

To model the fiber geometry, we adopt a precomputation-
based approach first introduced by Montazeri et al. [1]. In this
method, the ply cross-section is conceptualized as a collection
of individual fiber centers, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Within this
cross-section, we precompute fiber-level details, including
normals and tangents, for the outermost fibers. These values
are represented as a 1D texture map that wraps around the
circumference of the ply and performs as a 1D height-map

Side view

vyarn

Plyhit

Yarnhit

ωi

Fiberhit
Plyhit

Normal

No-hit case

uply

uyarn

ωi

ωi

Λ

Λ

TangentTop view

Fig. 4 Schematic overview of our iterative approach to find
the ellipse-helix intersection. The ray intersects the yarn surface,
forming an ellipse in the side view. A Newtonian approach iteratively
finds the helix-ellipse intersection, determining the ply hit and ply
center, obtaining azimuthal phase uply and longitudinal length vply

which is used to add fiber texture from 1D texture maps.

to capture the visible fibers when viewed uniformly from the
ply boundary.

While yarns typically consist of a few plies, each ply is
usually composed of tens of fibers, resulting in a tightly packed
representation. Therefore, the intersection point at the ply
level serves as a reasonable approximation to the nearest fiber,
and the necessary fiber-level details can be accessed directly
from the texture without the need for additional implicit ray
tracing. The resulting normal and tangent directions at the
intersection points of the visible fibers are stored in a 1D
texture that covers the outermost part of the cross-section.
These precomputed values can be queried later using uply.
Finally, by combining the values obtained from Section 3.3
and rotating the ply frame further based on the fiber frame,
the final normal and tangent in global space can be computed
as, nf = n ′(R(np)) and tf = t ′(R(tp)), respectively.
where n ′ and t ′ are 1D perturbations from the precomputed
textures, R is the rotation of fibers.

Adding fiber migration: In Section 3.4, initially,

Without Migration

With Migration

Fibers Appearing and Disappearing

fibers are assumed to follow a regular
helical configuration around ply cen-
terlines with a constant radius. How-
ever, in reality, fibers exhibit radius
variations, known as migration, often
characterized by sinusoidal functions
[28] that sometimes move out and
form a loop or disappear as get closer to the center. Our
implicit ray tracing method, using exact 1D textures from the
same fiber distribution in a circular cross-section, introduces
an unwanted regular pattern lacking migration irregularities.
To tackle these irregularities, we adopted an approach in-
spired by the ply-based model. Specifically, we periodically
and randomly switch between different 1D textures, formed
by distinct fiber alignments in the cross-section. Interpolat-
ing between these textures mimics fiber disappearance and
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introduces irregularities, breaking the continuity.

4 Modeling Yarn Appearance
In this section, we discuss our approach to modeling the
appearance of yarn, which complements the simplified geom-
etry described in §3. Our yarn-based shading model extends
the aggregated model first introduced in the ply-based model
[1] to capture the appearance of a bundle of fibers.

4.1 BYSDF

The ply-based model provided a plausible shading model
for individual plies, which consists of four lobes to capture
specular and body components in both forward and backward
directions. To adapt this model for yarns with implicit geom-
etry (Section 3), three components require modification to
accommodate interactions between plies. Only the immedi-
ate reflection component remains the same as the ply-based
model.

Following the same notation from the literature, when an
incident ray arrives at the surface of the yarn at point x, it is
divided into forward and backward portions. The backward
component captures both the immediate reflection, which is
part of the specular property (fS

x), and the scattered light
that exits the medium from the same side as the incident
ray, referred to as the body property (fB

x ). Then, using
the transmission component of fS

x , we sample a point y
on the yarn surface as the exit point, following the GGX
distribution. Lastly, the forward component represents both
the specularly transmitted light (fS

y ) and the scattered light
(fB

y ) that continues in the forward direction. The illustration
of our yarn-based appearance model is shown in Fig.5.

Assuming that we hit the yarn via a path starting from
the camera at point x. fx is simply the average of two
lobes to capture specular and body but fy has to collect all
contributions from the back side on different y-s because
the ray will refract towards different directions into a yarn.
Therefore, it can be expressed as an integral with a kernel
defined by ρ over Ωy which is the part of surfaces that the
refracted rays may cover at point y. They can be formulated
as follows, where ŷ is one refracted ray sampled following
the GGX distribution:

fx = fS
x + fB

x , fy =

∫
Ωy

(
fS
ŷ + fB

ŷ

)
ρy(ŷ) dŷ (1)

Specular components: The specular components fS
x

and fS
y represent the prominent highlights on the fabric

surface when light reflects immediately or transmits through
the fabric without being scattered. To model these specular

x

y

fy
S

fy
S

fy
B

fx
S

fx
B

fx
B fx

S fy
B GfGp

GfGp

Fig. 5 The components of BYSDF. Illustration of the four lobes
and their individual contributions as well as the shadowing com-
ponent as a product of fiber and ply shadowing queried from the
precomputed 1D textures.

lobes, we utilize a rough dielectric BSDF [29, 30] with a GGX
distribution. The formulations for the specular components at
points x and y are as follows, based on C = ωi · ωo:

fS
x(ωi,ωo) = kSx·{

Fx G2(ωi,ωo,ωh)D(ωh;βx)
4 |ωi·n(x)| |ωo·n(x)| , (C > 0)

|ωi·ωt| |ωo·ωt|
|ωi·n(x)| |ωo·n(x)|

η2 (1−Fx)G2(ωi,ωo,ωt)D(ωt;βx)
[(ωi·ωt)+η (ωo·ωt)]2

, (C < 0)

(2)

fS
y (ωi,ωo) = kSy · τ(x,y, σt)

Ni ·{
0, (C > 0)

|ωi·ωt| |ωo·ωt|
|ωi·n(y)| |ωo·n(y)|

(1−Fy)G2(ωi,ωo,ωt)D(ωt;βy)

[η (ωi·ωt)+(ωo·ωt)]2
, (C < 0)

(3)

wheren(x) is the surface normal function, which is computed
using the ply geometry at a given point x and similarly for y.
The normals are transformed based on the fiber alignments
as described in Section 3.3. We denote this transformation
as n = nf (np). η represents the refractive index, F is the
Fresnel reflection coefficient, ωh and ωt are the normalized
half vectors for two different cases, and G2 is the Smith
uncorrelated masking-shadowing function. The term D(·;β)
represents the normal distribution function (NDF) with β ∈
R2 as the (anisotropic) roughness, and kS is the specular
albedo.

Notably, a key distinction from the ply-based model [1]
is the updated attenuation term τ , marked in gray. The term
τ(x,y, σt) considers the attenuation of light between x and
y using the Beer-Lambert law [31] where σt is the material’s
extinction coefficient:

τ(x,y) := exp(−σt ∥x− y∥). (4)

In the ply-based model, explicit plies’ appearance is studied,
and ray tracing multiple scattering events between plies is
computationally intensive, particularly for yarns with nu-
merous plies. In contrast, our yarn-based model focuses on
modeling the overall yarn appearance, inherently incorpo-
rating interactions between plies more efficiently. This is
accomplished by computing a new τ based on Ni, the num-
ber of intersected plies along the elliptical cross-section for
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the ray. Thus, as a ray passes through the yarn cylinders, we
update the attenuation term as τ(x,y, σt)

Ni to account for
the attenuation by plies.

Body components: To capture the scattering behavior
of the bundle of fibers as a whole and account for multiple
scattering components, we utilize a diffuse-like distribution
to approximate the sub-yarn scattering events [1, 9]. At point
y, the body component fB

y is represented by a Lambertian
term. On the other hand, fB

x additionally considers a Lommel-
Seeliger (LS) term [32, 33] as a mix, to ensure the energy
conservation. The expressions for fB

y and fB
x are as follows:

fB
x (ωi,ωo) = r BGp(x,ωi)Gf(x) k

B
x

[
LS(ωi,ωo) +

1

π

]
,

(5)

fB
y (ωi,ωo) = (1− r)BGp(x,ωi)Gf(x)

kB
y

π
, (6)

where kB is the body albedo and r represents the reflected
portion of the body energy B and determined in correlation
with the refracted albedo of fS

x . The terms Gp(.,ωi) and
Gf(.) correspond to the ply-shadowing and fiber-shadowing
functions, respectively. These functions account for the oc-
clusion and shadowing effects caused by the plies and fibers
and are queried from 1D textures as described next.

Self-Shadowing Components: To address the limita-
tions of existing yarn-based shading models [3, 4], we in-
troduce an additional shadowing component that considers
the occlusion caused by one ply on another (Gp). In the
ply-based method, the ply shadows are handled by the path
tracer, thus it only has the fiber shadowing function. In our
approach using implicit plies, we approximate the inter-ply
shadows since they are part of our yarn appearance. This
component is computed by calculating the occlusion ratio at
the outermost hit points on the ply surface and storing them
in 1D a texture map. This texture map behaves like a horizon
map that wraps around the yarn cross-section circumference.
The ply-shadowing module Gp is pre-computed based on the
procedural model of the ply structure described in Section
3.3 in the absence of fibers, and it provides full coverage of
the yarn surface by sweeping along the yarn centerline.

In addition to the ply-shadowing term, we also consider a
fiber-shadowing termGf to account for self-shadowing caused

Gf

Gp Visible
Occluded

by adjacent fibers as elaborated
in Section 3.4. The multiplication
of these two shadowing terms ap-
proximates the overall shadowing
amount, compensating for the ab-
sence of explicit ply and fiber ge-
ometries. Although this shadowing component is computed in

hmax=1

hmin=-1

h1

h2

Ray differentials

h0

hi

hi+1

hn

∑
o1

o2

d1

d2

Fig. 6 Multi-scale feature. Illustration of a) our far-field integra-
tion when the entire azimuthal section of yarn is covered in one pixel
and b) our multi-scale model that uses ray differentials to compute
the pixel coverage (marked purple) on the surface of yarns and
compute the integration accordingly to allow a smooth transition
from near-field to far-field.

a 2D cross-section and does not capture the full 3D occlusion,
our experiments have shown that it provides a reasonable esti-
mation of the shadowed regions due to the regular procedural
geometric representation of the yarn.

Importance Sampling: Importance sampling optimizes
light interaction in rendering. To manage energy conserva-
tion, we define parameter (B), to normalize the energy ratio
between specularity and body scattering of cloth. This param-
eter determines specularity energy, with the remaining energy
allocated to the body component. The body component is
further divided into reflection and transmission using another
parameter (r), computed based on the probability of the Fres-
nel term. After selecting the lobe based on energy allocation,
importance sampling employs appropriate distributions. The
GGX distribution is used for specular lobes, ensuring plausi-
ble modeling of their behavior. For diffuse-like components, a
cosine-weighted distribution facilitates importance sampling.
Details about energy conservation testing can be found in
Section 4.3.

4.2 Multi-scale Feature

The described shading model is efficient for close-up render-
ing, capturing fiber details in the near field. However, when
the camera moves away, the pixel coverage increases, cover-
ing multiple fibers or the entire yarn, causing variations in
normal distributions and necessitating supersampling to miti-
gate noise. To address this, we introduce a multi-scale model
inspired by Yan et al. [9], adapting shading computation based
on pixel coverage for improved efficiency.

For close-up views covering individual fibers, the original
near-field model fnear (described in Section 4.1) is suitable,
considering sub-yarn details. When the camera is distant,
and the pixel footage spans the entire yarn, we employ a
far-field model ffar. In this case, we numerically integrate the
BYSDF over the full azimuthal offset range from hmax = 1

to hmin = −1. This integration captures the overall yarn
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Fig. 7 Single yarn comparison Our approach is compared with the reference ply-based model [1], fiber-based model [6] and recent
yarn-based model [24] for a single yarn to observe the micro-scale events. The performance is listed in Table 1.

appearance in the far field, significantly reducing the required
ray samples compared to the near-field model. By numerically
solving the integrals instead of relying on the path-tracer, we
allow more efficient rendering using fewer light samples.

As illustrated in Fig. 6, the computation of the far-field
model involves stratified Monte Carlo sampling of the range
of h and performing the integration accordingly. This ap-
proach ensures that the far-field model accounts for the global
appearance of the yarn, and can be written as follows with
normalization factor C =

∫ 1

−1
W (h) dh,

ffar(ωi,ωo) =
1

C

∫ 1

−1

W (h) fnear(ωi,ωo, h) dh. (7)

To achieve a smooth transition between the near-field
model (fnear) and the far-field model (ffar), we introduce a
multi-scale BYSDF that adapts based on the pixel coverage.
The computation of the multi-scale BYSDF relies on ray
differentialsh1 andh2, which define the azimuthal offset range
covered by a specific pixel. The pixel coverage, represented
by the range (h1, h2) ⊆ (hmin, hmax), determines the scale
of the shading model. When the difference between h1 and
h2 is small, indicating a close alignment, the multi-scale
model performs similarly to the near-field model. These ray
differentials are explained in detail in the Section 5 and
the final formulation of our multi-scale appearance model

combines the near-field and far-field components as follows:

fmulti(ωi,ωo) =
1

Ĉ

∫ h2

h1

W (h) fnear(ωi,ωo, h) dh. (8)

with Ĉ being the normalization over [h1, h2]. To approximate
the multi-scale BYSDF (fmulti), again we use a Monte Carlo
algorithm that involves sampling discrete values of h within
the queried azimuthal range h ∈ (h1, h2). These samples are
selected based on their distance to the reference azimuthal
offset h0 and are used to numerically compute the integrated
geometry (Section 3) and the shading model (Section 4).

Specifically, note that the methods we use to compute
fmulti and ffar are still numerical. However, this approach is
much more efficient than relying solely on a ray tracer with
only the near-field model. We demonstrate this in Fig. 6.

To determine the aggregated geometry spanning this range,
we compute the weighted average of the normal and tangent
vectors of the visible fibers, which are precomputed as 1D
texture maps. The weight (W ) for each h represents the
distance to h0, considering the contribution of the samples
based on their distribution. The aggregated normal (nmulti)
and tangent (tmulti) vectors are then used in equations (2) and
(5) to compute fmulti. The computation of nmulti and tmulti

can be expressed as follows:

nmulti =
1

Ĉ

∫ h2

h1

W (h)n(h)dh, (9)
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tmulti =
1

Ĉ

∫ h2

h1

W (h)t(h)dh, (10)

Similarly, to find the aggregated shadowing component
covering the queried azimuthal range, we use the weighted
average of the fiber-shadowing terms queried from the pre-
computed 1D texture map. Aggregated shadowed valueGmulti

accounts for the energy loss in the original near-field model
due to the presence of the microstructure. Ignoring this term
would lead to unwanted brightness, similar to the known
issue in microfacet materials. Additionally, the roughness
variable of the specular lobe must be also adjusted. Aggre-
gated roughness βmulti is mapped linearly as a function of
the azimuthal offset range to compensate for the absence
of micro-geometries and the number of samples queried
in that range. The updated βmulti is experimentally given
by, βmulti = β + (h2−h1)

Ĉ
, which naturally contributes to a

rougher appearance.

Gmulti =
1

Ĉ

∫ h2

h1

W (h)Gf(h) dh. (11)

Additional implementation details for the multi-scale fea-
ture are explained in Section 5.2.

4.3 Energy Conservation Test

Our model guarantees energy conservation because the sam-
pling weight to select between the four components of our
model as well as each component individually is normalized.
In the theoretical case that the albedos were set to 1 and σt

equals 0, the sum of fx and fy satisfies the criteria for energy
conservation, effectively passing the white-furnace test, by
construction. When we examine fS

x + fS
y , we observe that it

is nearly energy conserving. There is a slight loss of energy
due to (a) approximations of multiple scattering within fB

x

and (b) the absence of internal reflections within fS
y , which

is set to 0, following the limitation of previous works. To
ensure the entire BYSDF maintains energy conservation, the
energy attributed to the missing internal reflection should be
equal to fB

x + fB
y . Consequently, there exists a connection

between the total scattering coefficient σt and the weight of
the body components. If σt approaches 0, we can expect the
body components to tend towards 0 as well, as they primarily
result from internal volumetric scattering.

5 Implementation
Our multi-scale BYSDF is implemented as a custom path-
tracer in Mitsuba 3 [34], which supports both environment
and local lighting. To efficiently represent the yarn geometry,
we utilize the B-Spline Curve shape module and compute the
mapping of the ply and fiber level geometries on-the-fly.

5.1 Parameter Fitting

Our shading model requires a similar set of parameters to de-
rive the realistic appearance compared to previous ply-based
[1] and fiber-based [6] models. However, our decoupled ap-
proach, which separately handles reflection and transmission,
provides an advantage in reproducing the target appearance
under complex lighting configurations. This decoupling sig-
nificantly enhances the practicality of BYSDF because the
parameters can fit more easily. To achieve the best possible
match with a target reference and avoid the mundane manual
effort of parameter tweaking, we have developed an automatic
parameter tweaking method using differentiable rendering.
This method allows us to automatically adjust the parameters
of our shading model to closely match the appearance of any
target reference.

To perform automatic parameter tweaking, we treat the
process as an inverse-rendering problem leveraging the dif-
ferentiable setup in Mitsuba 3, which allows us to compute
gradients with respect to the model parameters. Using these
gradients, we iteratively adjust and fit the parameters to mini-
mize the pixel-wise mean squared error (MSE) between our
rendered image and the target reference. This optimization
process ensures that our model captures the desired appear-
ance as closely as possible. We optimize the parameters of
the body components i.e. r, the diffuse color kBx and kBy ,
the attenuation coefficient σt. Since optimization is sensitive
to initial values, the initial value are set same as the ones
to generate the ply-based reference. We do not optimize the
parameters of the specular component, setting them same
as the reference parameters since they are dependent on the
geometry which is handled by the geometric component.

While many parameters can be adjusted independently, im-
plicit relationships exist among parameters like B, Gp(x,ωi),
Gf(x), etc. This provides artistic control but can lead to
physically implausible choices. Inverse rendering helps find
sensible parameters and implicit coupling can constrain op-
timization to more physically plausible solutions, reducing
issues related to ill-posedness and non-uniqueness.

5.2 Multi-Scale Implementation

To enable the multi-scale feature for BYSDF, we made modifi-
cations to the ray-sampler in Mitsuba 3. Instead of generating
standard rays, we generate samples of the RayDifferential
structure. The RayDifferential consists of the actual ray, along
with two offset rays used for pixel coverage measurement.
These offset rays provide different perspectives and allow us
to capture a range of azimuthal offsets for the multi-scale
feature. It is important to note that classical differentials
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a) Near-field b) Multi-scale c) Far-field a) Near-field b) Multi-scale c) Far-field

Fig. 8 Multi-scale comparison. Near-field mode captures fine details but becomes inefficient as the camera moves away. In the Multi-scale
mode, we smoothly transition between near-field and far-field renderings using an adaptive scheme based on pixel coverage, yielding fewer
samples. Far-field mode efficiently captures macro-scale appearance when yarn width is smaller than pixel coverage. Comparing equal
quality rendering (EQ) for zoom-out (left 3 columns), our multi-scale model is around 2.4× faster than the near-field model. Similarly, in the
close-up (right 3 columns), our multi-scale model offers fiber details compared to the far-field model at a similar time. Note in the third
column the yarns are still larger than one pixel so we should not use Far-field and this is for comparison only, hence marked by a red cross.
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Fig. 9 Comparison with previous yarn-based model Our model provides a close match to the reference ply-based model [1], offering
faster rendering speed and reduced memory usage for this 6-ply knit sample. The performance metrics are listed in Table 1. Besides, in
comparison to the yarn-based model [24], ours enjoys 1.2 times faster performance as well as presenting the fiber-level detail in close-up
views. Please note since their model can not accurately handle the geometric information of the multi-ply yarns, the appearance looks more
rigid and lacks soft shadows with inaccurate highlights.

correspond to the pixel footprint. In our case, we compute
the intersected point when landing on a yarn and hence they
might not be aligned with the azimuthal plane. To address
this, we implemented custom ray differentials that ensure
the range [h1-h2] corresponds to the actual azimuthal plane
range within the pixel. This allows us to sample within this
range adaptively based on the trajectory of pixels on the yarn
geometries.

To determine the azimuthal offset range (h1 and h2), we
utilize the ray-to-surface hit distance. By calculating the
distances between the hit points after intersecting the ray
differentials, we can define the range of azimuthal offset. h1

corresponds to the distance between the origin hit point at h0

and its offset point in one direction, while h2 corresponds to
the distance between h0 and its offset point in the opposite
direction. In this scenario, the range of h1 and h2 is dependent

on the yarn radius, and for simplicity, we normalized them
to ensure the range of (-1,1). These values use the origin
(o, o1, o2) and direction (d, d1, d2) parameters as visualized
in Fig. 6.

6 Results
In the following section, we present the rendering results ob-
tained using our practical BYSDF and conduct a comparative
analysis with existing approaches. The reference model in this
paper is the ply-based model proposed by Montazeri et al. [1],
which was evaluated against real photographs in the original
paper. Consequently, we omit direct comparisons with actual
photographs in this paper. We use the differentiable setup in
Mitsuba 3 to match the set of parameters of our model against
the reference. The details regarding parameter fitting can be
found in the supplementary. We also compare the BYSDF
with the model by Khungurn et al. [6] which to this end is
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Fig. 10 Comparison with previous fiber-based model Our model provides a close match to the reference ply-based model [1], more
efficiently as listed. The performance comparison can be found in Table 1. Please see the supplementary video for further comparisons. For
far-away renderings, our multi-scale solution further enhances efficiency. In comparison, the fiber-based model [6] can achieve a relative
match to the reference, but at a significantly higher computational cost. The woven samples are four- and five-plies yarns, respectively.

known as the fiber-based reference as well as Zhu et al. [24]
as the recent yarn-based model. Our implementation of the
geometric and appearance representation is integrated into
the Mitsuba renderer [34] as a custom integrator and material
plugin. All scenes shown in the paper were rendered using an
AMD Ryzen 9 7950X 16-core Processor 4.50 GHz.

Single yarns: In the first set of results (Fig. 7), we
compare our yarn-based method to the ply-based reference
as well as the previous models under three different lighting
configurations: front lighting only, back lighting only, and
both front and back lighting. Our yarn-based model, similar to
the reference, handles reflection and transmission separately,
which allows it to capture the complex appearance of the yarn
more accurately compared to the fiber-based model that con-
siders all individual fiber interactions [6]. We observed that
the fiber-based model can match the appearance of the refer-
ence model reasonably well under front lighting conditions,
but it struggles to match the appearance when the lighting is
changed to the back or when both front and back lighting are
present, highlighting the limitations of its complex geometry
representation. Furthermore, our model offers more accurate
back-lighting due to the proper transmission sampling, while
[24] showcases an unwanted sharp silhouette from the plies

in the back visible due to a clear transparency. This artifact
arises because the refracted ray in their approach is employed
without any sampling or perturbation; it is directly utilized
as transmission, resulting in this visual discrepancy. Finally,
our model demonstrates improved efficiency compared to the
reference ply-based model [1], especially when dealing with
yarns that have multiple plies.

Additionally, we generate results using real fiber data pro-
vided Zhao et al [28] (Fig. 11). Notice that in the real data, the
plies stretch and compress along the yarn (especially evident
in 2-ply) while our method represents the plies implicitly
using a fixed radius.

Measurement Ours

Fig. 11 Comparison with real samples Rayon 2-ply and Silk
3-ply taken from the data provided by [28]. Our model produces a
close match in appearance to the measurement lit by an area and
constant light.
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Table 1 Performance statistics. All rendering times are counted at equal quality (EQ). We compare the time, storage memory required
and number of bounces of Ours, Reference ([1]) Khungurn et al. (written as [6]) and Zhu et al. (written as [24]). In this table, #ply means the
number of plies in a yarn. Our method on average is able to perform 1.7 times faster than the Reference, 1.3 times faster Zhu et al. and about
6 times faster than Khungurn et al. It is important to note that our method takes 200 kB more memory than Zhu et al. as we additionally store
ply-level shadow maps and fiber-level shadow, local tangent and local normal maps for yarn cross-section.

Time (min) Memory (MB) #Bounce
scene #ply Ours Reference [6]/[24] Ours Reference [6]/[24] Ours Reference [6]/[24]
Fig. 7.a 1 0.1 0.1 2.5/0.2 0.06 0.06 17.3/0.05 1 1 7.6/1
Fig. 7.b 3 0.1 0.3 2.2/0.2 0.06 0.18 31.5/0.05 1 1.6 6.7/1
Fig. 10 zoom-out 6 7.4 12.2 -/10.2 9.1 53.2 -/8.9 3.6 5.1 -/3.6
Fig. 10 zoom-in 6 7.5 12.4 -/10.3 9.1 53.2 -/8.9 3.7 5.3 -/3.7
Fig. 11.a zoom-out 5 5.2 10.4 37.6/- 73.0 364.5 1520/- 1.9 4 24.0/-
Fig. 11.a zoom-in 5 5.7 10.5 38.1/- 73.0 364.5 1520/- 1.7 4 22.7/-
Fig. 11.b zoom-out 4 5.1 8.9 25.3/- 14.4 57.4 719/- 1.6 3.9 14.2/-
Fig. 11.b zoom-in 4 5.8 9.1 24.9/- 14.4 57.4 719/- 1.6 3.8 15.6/-

Woven and knitted samples: Furthermore, we con-
ducted a comparison between our rendering results and the
reference for woven and knit samples to demonstrate that our
yarn-based approach is capable of accurately reproducing
the appearance of fabrics regardless of the manufacturing
structures on a macro scale and reasonably matching with
the ply-based reference. Fig. 9 showcases the comparison
between Our BYSDF and the recent yarn-based model [24].
While our model captures the transmission light accurately,
their model has difficulty with back lighting because of the
lack of sampling as explained in Fig. 7. Besides, the overall
appearance of their result is hard and cannot reproduce the
softness of the reference cloth. In Fig. 10, the fiber-based
model reasonably matches the reference only if we enforced
the parameters for each of the three setups separately. Our
model, however, is only fitted for front- and back-lighting
setups and automatically matches the front-and-back lighting
scene with the reference due to the reflection and transmis-
sion parameters being decoupled. Our model boasts about
6-time performance gain due to the simplified geometry in
comparison to the fiber-based model. The yarn geometries
of all three samples are taken from the dataset by Leaf et
al. [35] and the fiber curves are generated procedurally [28]
and shaded accordingly [6]. Please refer to the Table 1 for a
quantitative comparison.

Multi-scale results: In Fig. 8, we illustrate the three
different modes of our model: a) In the near-field mode, the
model is optimized for rendering when the camera is close
to the fabric, and it accurately captures the fine details of
the fibers and ply-level geometry. However, as the camera
moves away, rendering using the near-field model becomes
noisy and inefficient. b) To address this, we introduce the
multi-scale mode, which offers a smooth transition between
the near-field and far-field rendering. This model is able to

adaptively match the appearance of far-away renderings using
a significantly smaller number of samples per pixel (spp)
compared to the near-field mode. c) In the far-field mode,
the model is integrated over the entire yarn, capturing the
macro-scale appearance of the fabric with no fiber detail.
This mode is suitable when the camera is far away from the
fabric and the pixel coverage spans more than the yarn width
entirely. The geometry of the glove scene is taken from the
yarn dataset by Yuksel et al. [36].

Please note that the far-field appearance in both cases is
incorrect because, even when zoomed far away (left), a yarn
is still much thicker than a pixel. As a result, the actual range
of h is much smaller than the range of [-1, 1] used for far-field
rendering. Therefore, the far-field appearance should not be
expected to match the other modes. However, the far-field
mode still enables a significant reduction in the number of ray
samples compared to the near-field mode. In essence, when
the fabric is viewed from close-up (right), our multi-scale
method should provide rendering performance comparable
to the near-field mode. This is achieved by dynamically
determining the number of ray samples proportional to the
azimuthal offsets range (h2 − h1). On the other hand, when
the fabric is viewed from far away, our method should be
significantly more efficient than the near-field mode, as it
allows for a substantial reduction in the number of required
ray samples.

Additional Result: We rendered the sweater model,
taken from the yarn dataset by [36] for varying geometry and
appearance parameters under environment, area and point
light.

We also rendered a simple lamp with satin and twill pat-
terns under constant and point light to show the anisotropic
appearance of fabrics. The twill pattern exhibits a round high-
light with appearance whereas the satin exhibits a rectangular
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Multi-color yarns Zoomed-in Increased roughness Increased ply count Multi-color plies Zoomed-out

1.3min 8.1min 8.1min 8.9min 8.1min 1.3min

Fig. 12 Additional results. Sweater model taken from the yarn dataset by Yuksel et al. [36] shaded using BYSDF at 128 spp. In the first
column, we show a zoomed-out image with multi-color four-ply yarns followed by the zoomed-in image. The third column displays higher
roughness, while the fourth column depicts an increase in the number of plies to six. In the fifth column, we use different color for each ply
followed by the zoomed-out image. Please refer to the supplementary video showcasing an animated multi-color sweater.

highlight as shown in previous works [1].

Lamp off Twill Satin Rotated satin

Fig. 13 Additional results. Lamp model for twill and satin pattern
under constant and point light.

7 Discussion and Conclusion
Limitations and Future Works: Our model, while ef-
ficiently adding fiber texture using 1D texture maps, has
room for improvement in seamlessly integrating fiber details
directly into the yarn cross-section, eliminating the need for
texture maps. Besides, the loss of energy due to the approxi-
mation of the multiple scattering follows the same limitation
as previous works. Additionally, capturing the appearance
of flyaways, a common feature in real fabrics, is a potential
area for enhancement in our framework. For future work, we
also aim to model fabrics like velvet, which presents unique
challenges due to their protruding fiber bundles.

Conclusion: Our research introduces BYSDF, an effec-
tive yarn-based model that excels in rendering the intricate
appearance of cloth, particularly in close-up views. It simpli-
fies geometry, thereby reducing ray tracing costs, and avoids
complex light transport between plies and fibers, resulting in
fewer rays needed. The model successfully transitions from
near-field to far-field renderings, integrating geometry and
appearance seamlessly as the camera distance changes.

BYSDF builds upon the ply-based model, aggregating
shading at the yarn level to capture the implicit geometries of
ply and fiber. We compensate for the lack of explicit geometry
with realistic shadowing effects, enhancing performance and

fidelity. Our model achieves faster rendering speeds and lower
memory usage for near-field renderings, and our multi-scale
solution further optimizes far-away renderings.
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Electronic Supplementary Material

We have provided a video showing our results. The video
comprises of the following scenes:
(1) 5-ply Woven Basket comparison with reference with

directional lighting and camera transition between close-
up and far-view.

(2) 1-ply Glove comparison with reference with a moving
light.

(3) 1-ply Glove comparison with reference with a rotating
geometry.

(4) 1-ply Glove multi-scale comparison with reference with
directional lighting and camera transition between close-
up and far-view.

(5) 3-ply multi-color sweater with environment, area and

sharp point lighting and camera transition between close-
up and far-view.

We have also made our code publicly available which can
be found here: https://github.com/apoorvkhattar/yarn model
mitsuba3/tree/master.

https://github.com/apoorvkhattar/yarn_model_mitsuba3/tree/master
https://github.com/apoorvkhattar/yarn_model_mitsuba3/tree/master
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